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Overview

Role and Responsibilities

like midwives and 

doulas

MAMA is an ecosystem that allows holistic Pre-natal care providers (

), Moms-to-be and the baby to remain connected at all times. It was born f rom my 

passion of finding ways to humanize tech and using it to solve real life problems that often 

gets left by the wayside. 

Over the course of 15 weeks, I worked solo to research wearable tech and find an 

opportunity for how it could be used to solve a problem. Once finding a problem to 

apply wearable technology, I began to develop a sound strategic approach, design a 

roadmap and talk to people. After validating my hypothesis, I designed a wearable 

ecosystem called MAMA. 



Black Women are fighting to be 
heard in a healthcare system that 

often ignores them. 



Meet Sade LaRoy

Sade’s Motivations

Sade’s Wants

Sade’s Fears 

26 years old, First Time Mother, works a traditional corporate 9 to 5

• She wants to be the best mother she can be

• She wants to successfully get through her first pregnancy


• She wants to be actively informed about her baby’s health


• She wants to make sure she is prepared to be a mom

• She is af raid that something will go wrong


• She’s had doctors in the past that have failed to listen to her 

concerns


• She doesn’t want to feel like she’s bugging her doctor for answers 

to all the unknowns



The Pregnancy Journey

PREGNANCY MOM LIFELABOR & DELIVERY

Yay! Found out I’m 
Pregnant

Searching for 
provider provider visits

classes

Prepping

Labor process

Baby is here! 

Yippee!

hospital stuff

recovery process

back to normal

*This represents the 
range of ease vs 

complication with 
labor



Goal

Create a holistic ecosystem that 
amplifies the voices and concerns 

of pregnant mothers



Introducing 

Managing and Mitigating Anxiety
M A M A



Design Guidelines

Main Colors

Transitions

FCEEE3

C3977F

FBF9F3

83B692E39874

8F61469D461A

203735

Accents

Typography

App

CRM

Headline - AdiHaus Bold - 25px
Body - AdiHaus Regular - 15px 

Alert - Lato Bold Italic - 9px

Alert body - Lato Regular - 10px

body - Lato Regular - 16px

body (Significant info) - Lato Bold - 16px

buttons - Lato Regular - 12px

Shapes and Illustrations
Organic Shapes that lean into the holistic , organic and 

earthy nature of pregnancy.



The Ecosystem

The Device

The Doctor Dashboard

The App

like midwives and 

doulas

MAMA is an ecosystem that allows holistic Pre-natal care providers (

), Moms-to-be and the baby to remain connected at all times. 



The Mobile App

The app allows the mother to monitor aggregated data that pulls f rom the wearable, 

message their doctor, practice self care techniques and journal  about their experience 

over the course of their pregnancy



Design Gray Boxing

main home - template interior activities - 

template

modular data pulling


template

interior mood tracking


template



Key Features - Health Tracking/ Data Pulling

Displays baby movement, like kicks!

aggregates data in order to display 

trends.

Displays:


mother’s temperature


mother’s blood pressure


mother’s heart rate


fetal heart rate




Key Features - Dashboard

Greeting with Progress Tracker

Videos and guides to help keep mama 

“in the know.”

Displays:


Upcoming appointments reminders




Key Features - Self Care

Mood Tracker and journaling

Guided Self- Care activities



Patient CRM • Doctor Dashboard

The doctor dashboard is an advanced patient CRM that will allow the doctor access to 

wearable data and alerts about their patients. If the wearable senses that something is off 

it will show up in the doctor dash as an alert as well as send an alert to the doctor’s phone. 



Key Features - Doctor Dashboard 

In doctor’s dashboard, 

doctor will see what the 

device is pulling when the 

patient is up next for an 

appointment

When MAMA senses a 

drastic change in things, it 

will alert the doctor in the 

dash and via text 

message. The doctor can 

also respond to patient 

chat requests.



Key Features - Patient Profile 

The doctor is able to get a 

snapshot of the data that 

the wearable has been 

pulling and also can active 

monitor it in the moment.



The Wearable

The wearable  is  made of a skin like rubber material and comprised of four sensors that pulls data from the baby and the 

mother and relays that information back  to the app and the doctor dashboard.


